to find them for me if she can, for I think you would	Friend-
like them,	skips at
'My dear love to Alice, and little Rachel, and your blessed	Elury
self. Helen.'	Street
That Helen was Helolse I could understand; so should an author, while concentrating on a character, become the character, whether it be a good or an evil one, But Helen's own nature allowed her to give an exquisite quality to her Heloi'se. I leave it to others to compare the two versions of the tragic story. I am content with Helen WaddelFs.
The change in my relations with Tonks prevented my seeing so much of Moore and Steer as hitherto, for Tonks, in his friendships, was extremely possessive. I hinted to Moore that I was less welcomed to Ebury Street than formerly. *My dear Rothenstein/ he wrote, 'You are mistaken when you write that I have of late years forgotten my old friends. I forget nothing, but my time for work is growing shorter and my correspondence longer. Letters come in from every side and every letter means half an hour or an hour away from my work. It is kind of you to tell me that my late writings have interested you, and I should like to show you the copper-plate engravings that Stephen Gooden has done for The Brook Kerith, Hoping to have time to do this one of these days, when I have overcome some difficulties that have arisen in Aphrodite In Aulis!
Moore, like Flaubert, had turned away from contemporary subjects, realizing that the essential drama of life, the range of emotions affecting the heart of man and of woman, are unchanging. Yet, I remember reading somewhere of the delirious effect Aeschylus* play The Persians had upon an audience which had lived through the actual events, had witnessed the destruction of Xerxes' fleet and the retreat of his formidable armies.
When Gordon Bottomley sent me a volume of his plays, most of which dealt with subjects from early British stories, I wrote to him wondering whether he would some day write 123

